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Abstract: Classically, obtaining different coding rates in turbo codes is achieved through the well known
puncturing procedure. However, puncturing is a critical procedure since the way the encoded sequence is
punctured influences directly the decoding performance. In this work, we propose to mix the data sequence at
the turbo encoder input inside the Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) standard with some pilot (perfectly
known) bits. By using variable pilot insertion rates, we achieve different coding rates with more flexibility. The
proposed scheme is able to use a less complex mother code compared to that used in a conventional punctured
turbo code. We also analyze the effect of different type of pilot insertion such as random and periodic schemes.
Simulation results provided in the context of DVB show that in addition to providing flexible encoder design
and reducing the encoder complexity, pilot insertion can improve slightly the performance of turbo decoders,
compared to a conventional punctured turbo code. 
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INTRODUCTION

The key challenge faced by future generation of
wireless systems is to provide broadband access with high
data rates and quality of services for each user, even with
very hostile link qualities. The time-variant nature of the
wireless channel requires the employment of strong code
rates with different data rates and code structure. The well
known turbo codes (Glavieux et al., 1993) are appropriate
coding schemes for these channels. Turbo codes are
adopted in many systems and standards including for
instance the recent Digital Video Broadcasting for
Satellite to Hand-held devices (DVB-SH) standard (ETSI,
2007). To achieve different coding rates, a widely-used
technique referred to as puncturing consists in removing
some bits from the encoded sequence at the output of a
mother encoder. Pilot bits are usually added to the data
payload for different purposes such as channel estimation
and synchronization. However, these pilot bits are most of
the time inserted after the channel encoder.

Several works have investigated the use of pilot bits
at the input of a turbo encoder, following however,
different purposes. For instance in Xu and Romme
(2000), the authors propose to use known dummy bits
(pilot bits) into the information bit sequence before
encoding, as a mean to achieve different coding rates in
convolutional codes. In Fukawa et al. (2003), pilot bits
are added into the information bits at the input of a turbo
code and the number of pilots leading to the lower bit
error rate (BER) is investigated. In Kadhim and Hamad

(2008), the position of inserted pilot bits are found so as
to increase the minimum distance of the turbo code, by
using numerical techniques. However, in Fukawa et al.
(2003) and Kadhim and Hamad (2008), the proposed
technique is not compared to a classical equivalent turbo
code without using any pilot bits in its input sequence, in
order to analyze the efficiency of pilot bit insertion.
Recently in (Sadough and Duhamel, 2009), with the aim
of improving BER performance, the authors proposed a
concatenated turbo encoding scheme that mixes the high-
priority (HP) stream with the low-priority (LP) stream
inside a hierarchical modulation scheme, where the HP
stream plays the role of pilots for the LP stream.

In this study, we insert pilot bits before the turbo
channel encoder and aim at using the pilot insertion as
alternative to the classical puncturing technique for
having flexible turbo codes with different coding rates.
More precisely, we use the insertion of pilot bits as a
mean for achieving different coding rates in a turbo
encoded communication system. Our aim twice: 

C Avoiding the puncturing process which requires
different operations at both the transmitter and
receiver

C Trying to use the reliable pilot information for
improving the bit error rate performance of the turbo
code 

In contrast to the aforementioned state of the art
works,  we  derive  the  parameters  (coding  rates,  pilot
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of turbo encoder with pilot bit insertion

Fig. 2: Different pilot insertion schemes, (a) Periodic insertion, (b) Random insertion, a "1" denotes a pilot bit and a "0" denotes a
data bit, the insertion factor 0 in both schemes is equal to 1/2

insertion factor) that let us to compare a pilot-aided turbo
code with a classical turbo code based on puncturing,
having the same spectral efficiency. Furthermore, we
analyze the effect of inserting different number of pilots
in different ways.
 
Conventional punctured turbo code inside the DVB-
SH standard: Without loss of generality, we propose to
compare the pilot-aided turbo encoder with a conventional
turbo encoder adopted in the DVB-SH standard (ETSI,
2007). In this standard, a turbo code with rate 1/5 is used
as a mother code and different puncturing patterns provide
coding rates R1, {1/5, 2/9,1/4, 2/7,1/3, 2/5, 1/2, 2/3}.
Table 1 depicts the used puncturing pattern for reaching
each rate. In Table 1 X0, X1, X2, Y0, Y1, Y2 indicate output
bits of Turbo encoder before the puncturing, where X0, Y0

and X1, X2, Y1, Y2 represent systematic and parity bits of
turbo code respectively. The mother code used in DVB-
SH is composed of two Recursive Systematic
Convolutional (RSC) codes with rate 1/3 and octal
generator polynomials GP = (13 15 17)8.
 
Pilot-aided turbo encoding: Figure 1 depicts the
functional block diagram of the considered turbo encoder.
As shown, a number of 0 L pilot bits are inserted into a
binary data sequence of length L leading to an input
sequence of length (1 + 0)L at the input of a parallel turbo
encoder with rate R2 . The parameter 0 (0 $ 0) controls
the number of pilots inserted into the data sequence and
for this reason, we refer to it as pilot insertion factor. Note
that 0 = 0 refers to a conventional turbo encoder (i.e.,
without any pilot bit insertion). Obviously, the encoded
sequence at the output of the turbo encoder is a binary
sequence of length (1 + 0)L/R2 . Since pilot bits of length
0 L are assumed to be perfectly known at both transmitter

and receiver sides, we can remove them from the
systematic part of the encoded sequence. The output
sequence is thus made from the systematic part of the data
sequence and the parity part of both data and pilot
sequences. To ensure a fair comparison, the length of the
so obtained encoded sequence should be equal to the
length of the encoded sequence obtained by encoding the
initial data by using a conventional turbo code with rate
R1, i.e., we must have:
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Straightforward simplifications leads to:
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In fact, the proposed pilot-aided turbo encoder with
rate R2 and an insertion factor 0, is equivalent to a
conventional encoder with rate R1 given by Eq. (2), that
we will use later in this paper for performance
comparison. The rate of the pilot-aided turbo encoder (R2)
and the pilot insertion factor leading to one of the coding
rates of the DVB-SH standard are gathered in Table 2,
where R1, R2 and 0 satisfy Eq. (2). 

For a data sequence of length L, the random pilot
sequence can be inserted in different manners as
described below and shown in Fig. 2.

Random pilot insertion: In this case, the position where
the pilot bit is inserted is chosen randomly in the discrete
interval [0, (1 + 0) L]. In Fig. 3, a turbo encoder with
random pilot insertion is depicted.
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Fig. 3: Block diagram of a turbo encoder with random pilot insertion

Fig. 4: Block diagram of a turbo encoder with periodic pilot insertion for both RSC constituents

Fig. 5: Trellis of the RSC code with generator polynomial (11 15)8 and periodic pilot insertion scheme

Periodic pilot insertion: In this case, pilot bits are
inserted periodically among the data sequence by
following a special pilot pattern. For instance, as depicted
in Fig. 2, the pilot pattern "0 0 1" where1 denotes a pilot
bit and 0 denotes an information bit makes a periodic pilot
insertion with an insertion factor of 50% (i.e.,0 = 0.5).
Figure 4 shows a parallel pilot-aided turbo encoder with
periodic pilot insertion at the input of the RSC
constituents. 

Pilot-aided turbo decoding: When pilots are inserted
among the data sequence, the code trellis becomes
simpler. This is shown in Fig. 5 for a pilot-aided RSC

code as a constituent of the pilot-aided turbo encoder. As
seen from this figure, if we have a pilot bit, only one
branch enters to any state and this leads to a simpler
calculation  of  "  and  $  in  the  BCJR algorithm (Jelinek
et al., 1974). Let us denote by bt the systematic bit at time
instant t in the trellis of Fig. 5. If bt is a data bit, " and $
are given by:
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Fig. 6: Block diagram of the employed turbo-BICM decoder

If bt is a pilot bit, then we have:

(4)
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where  and C indicate the state set of the( , , )' "m m m C

trellis diagram.
Therefore, if we have pilot computational complexity

for " and $ is decreased and a more reliable parameter "
and $ is evaluated. Figure 6 shows the decoder structure
of a turbo encoded bit-interleaved coded modulation
(turbo-BICM) (Abramovici and Shamai, 1999). This
decoder is composed of two main blocks: The
demodulator and the turbo decoder. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We now provide numerical results to evaluate the
performance provided by the proposed pilot-based
puncturing scheme for turbo codes. We consider a turbo
encoded BICM scheme for both conventional and pilot-
based puncturing schemes. Throughout the simulations,
each uncoded packet has a length L = 5000 bits.
Moreover, we consider a 16-QAM modulation with Gray
labeling and a fast-fading Rayleigh channel. For turbo
channel encoding, we consider a parallel turbo encoder
with a common RSC constituent code. More precisely, the
conventional turbo encoder is that used in the DVB-SH
standard (ETSI, 2007) i.e., with a mother code rate equal
to1/5 where the RSC constituents have a rate of 1/3 and a
constraint length of 4, defined in octal form as [13 15 17].
Different puncturing patterns provided in Table 1 (ETSI,
2007) enable different target rate. Regarding the pilot-
based puncturing system, we use a turbo code with a
mother code rate equal to1/3 , where the RSC constituents
have a rate equal to1/2 and a constraint length of 4,
defined in octal form as [13 17]. The adopted interleavers
are pseudo-random and operate over their entire input
sequence length. The number of turbo decoding iterations
is set to 8 and the number of BICM iterations is set to 4.

From Fig. 7 we observe that periodic pilot insertion
provides slightly lower BER than random pilot insertion

Table 1: Different puncturing patterns proposed for the DVB-SH
standard (ETSI, 2007)

Code rate Puncturing pattern (X0, X1, X2, Y0, Y1, Y2 X0, X1,…)
1/5 1,1,1,0,1,1,
2/9 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1,1, 1, 1, 0,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,1
1/4 1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,1,1
4/15* 1,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,

1,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,1
2/7 1,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,1
4/13* 1,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,

1,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,
1/3 1,1,0,0,1,0
*: Not included in the DVB-SH standard

Fig. 7: BER versus Es/N0 for turbo code with target rates1/4
and 2/7,  periodic  and  random   pilot   insertion   with
0 = 0.5 and 0 = 0.25 respectively, Rayleigh fading
channel, 16-QAM modulation, 8 turbo decoding
iterations and 4 BICM iterations

Fig. 8: BER versus Es/N0 for turbo code with target rate 2/7,
achieved by pilot insertion and conventional puncturing,
periodic pilot insertion with 0 = 0.25, Rayleigh fading
channel, 16-QAM modulation, 8 turbo decoding
iterations and 4 BICM iterations

for both1/4 and 2/7 coding rates. Thus, in the sequel we
adopt  the  periodic  pilot  insertion  scheme.  Figure 8-9
depict the BER results of a pilot-aided turbo encoder
which  provide  target  rates of 2/7 and 1/4, respectively.
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Fig. 9: BER versus Es/N0 for turbo code with target rate 1/4,
achieved by pilot insertion and conventional puncturing,
periodic pilot insertion with 0 = 0.5, Rayleigh fading
channel, 16-QAM modulation, 8 turbo decoding
iterations and 4 BICM iterations

These target rates are achieved through the insertion of
pilots with an insertion rate of 0.25 and 0.5 into the input
sequence of the rate1/3 turbo encoder described above,
respectively. More precisely, we have compared the
performance provided with different pilot insertion
schemes. 

More precisely, Fig. 8 shows the BER for a turbo
code with a rate of 2/7 achieved by either periodic pilot
insertion or conventional puncturing. For getting insight
on the behavior through the BICM iterations, the BER
performance is plotted for 1, 2 and 4 BICM iterations. As
can be seen, the pilot-aided turbo encoder performs
slightly better than the turbo encoder based on
conventional puncturing, especially when the number of
BICM iterations increases. Notice that although the BER
performance improvement provided by the proposed
scheme compared to conventional puncturing is not very
important (less than 0.1 dB), pilot-based puncturing is less
complex than conventional puncturing used in the DVB-
SH standard since it uses a lower rate RSC constituent.
Moreover, adding pilot bits at the receiver requires less
operations than conventional puncturing which requires
removing some bits at the transmitter and the insertion of
dummy bit metrics at the receiver side. Thus, it is worth
mentioning that the reduction of the hardware complexity
is provided together with a slight performance
improvement. Similar plots are shown in Fig. 9 for the
target rate1/4. Note that according to Table 2 and Eq. (2),
a pilot insertion rate of 50% is necessary to provide the
target rate 1/4. Again, we observe that in  addition to be
less complex, pilot-based puncturing scheme outperforms
the BER provided by conventional puncturing.

Table 2: Conventional and pilot-aided turbo encoder rates satisfying
Eq. (2)

Code rate(R1) Pilot insertion rate (0) Code rate(R2)
1/5 1.0 1/3
2/9 0.75 1/3
1/4 0.5 1/3
4/15 0.375 1/3
2/7 0.25 1/3
4/13 0.125 1/3
1/3 0.0 1/3

CONCLUSION

Turbo code is a widely-adopted encoding scheme in
communication standards such as in the recent DVB-SH
standard, for instance. In this paper, we investigated a
new way for obtaining different coding rates through the
insertion of some known bits (pilots) into the data
sequence at the input of the turbo encoder. We showed
that the way these pilot bits are inserted among the data
affects the BER performance. We also showed that
different pilot insertion rates leads to different coding
rates and hence saw that pilot insertion can be considered
as an alternative to the conventional puncturing and rate
matching. We observed that pilot-based rate matching has
the advantage of reducing the implementation complexity
since a less complex RSC constituent code is necessary to
provide BERs that are even slightly lower than
conventional puncturing. Although in this paper we have
investigated turbo encoding inside the DVB-SH standard,
it is important to mention that the proposed approach can
be used for rate matching in any encoding scheme. Thus,
pilot-based rate matching can be viewed as a reliable
alternative to conventional puncturing methods.
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